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Introduction
Welcome to midiGATEs, a MIDI AUv3 Probability Gate Filter.
midiGATEs does not generate MIDI notes or make sounds itself. It processes
incoming MIDI data to filter some notes out, and then passes the rest of the
notes on to the output destination. It does this in a random but probabilistic
way, so that you control approximately how many notes go through but not
which specific notes in the stream get muted.
Since it does not generate notes or sounds itself, midiGATEs is intended to
be used in combination with other plugins and apps. A typical setup will be a
sequencer plugin generating notes, which is connected to the midiGATEs
plugin to filter some of those notes out, which is then connected to a
synthesizer plugin to play sounds for those notes, all hosted within an AU
host app such as AudioBus or AUM. So that’s three other apps (sequencer
plugin, synth plugin, host app) you’ll use in the most basic setup along with
midiGATEs. The plugin itself is pretty simple, but setting it up with all the other
apps can be a little complicated at first. Once you figure it out though, it’s
pretty easy.
midiGATEs is good for taking a very busy and repetitive stream of MIDI data,
for instance a fast arpeggiated chord or rapid series of drum machine hi-hats,
and thinning it out to make things less busy and sound less repetitive.
The app has three modes:
- GATE mode is a simple percentage chance for any note to get through
- NOTE mode assigns the gate chance based on the MIDI note pitch
- SEQ mode uses a step sequencer triggered by the incoming notes, with
each step in the repeating sequence having a different gate chance
You can only use one mode at a time, so choose wisely. The modes are
explained in more detail later in the manual.
Thanks again for buying midiGATEs! I hope it helps you make some great
music.
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Setting up midiGATEs AUv3 with Audiobus

The easiest way to use midiGATEs is with Audiobus 3. First make sure you
are in the MIDI tab of the AB3 app, look at the bottom left of the AudioBus
screen and select “MIDI”.
Next choose a MIDI generator with the “+” square on the left, this is
something that will generate MIDI notes to send to a synth app. In the case of
the above screenshot I am using a sequencer app of mine called
midiDREAMs (the black and orange icon). Next add a MIDI destination with
the “+” button on the right, in this case the Moog Model D synthesizer app.
So now you have something sending MIDI notes connected to something
listening to those notes and making sounds from them.
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Start the sequencer and play some notes to make sure the MIDI connection
is working. Model D should play the notes sent by midiDREAMs.
midiGATEs is going to do its magic in between these two plugins. Some of
the notes that the sequencer app is sending out will be muted by midiGATEs,
so that synthesizer app only sometimes plays what the sequencer tells it to
play.

So now you want to add midiGATEs as a MIDI AUv3 effect in the middle
empty slot. First press the square in the middle with the “+” and a menu will
come up.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Make sure you are adding the “Audio Units” version of
midiGATEs and not the “Apps” version. At the bottom of the “Select MIDI
Filter Window” pop up you will see the options for these two types of lists. As
shown in the screenshot above you want “Audio Units” on the bottom right to
be the blue selection so you are looking at MIDI AUv3 audio units.
Choose “midiGATEs probability” and it will be added to the center slot.

Start the sequence and you will notice that Model D now receives only some
of the notes from midiDREAMs, depending on where you set the GATE slider
in midiGATEs. There we go!
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Setting up midiGATEs AUv3 with AUM
AUM is a flexible, modular AUv3 host that allows you to connect sequencer
plugins, synth plugins, and MIDI control and filter plugins like midiGATEs
together into interesting combinations. It can be a little complicated to set up
at first but once you’ve figured out how to make it work it’s very powerful and
a great place to experiment with modular-like song sketches.

This is not a user manual for AUM, so before you try out midiGATEs you will
first need to figure out how to set up a basic AUM project where you have an
AUv3 MIDI sequencer plugin sending notes to an AUv3 synthesizer plugin.
This involves adding a MIDI plugin and an AUDIO plugin and then connecting
them together using the routing menu. Figure this out before you continue.
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To get to the routing menu, tap the squiggly line icon in the upper right corner
of the AUM app. There are three icons there up in the upper right, I’m talking
about the middle one.

The routing menu is where you connect different plugins together. In the
screenshot on the left you can see I have connected the midiDREAMs
sequencer plugin output to the Model D synthesizer plugin input. This means
any MIDI notes sent by midiDREAMs will be routed directly to Model D.
midiGATEs wants to be in the middle of this connection, so that the notes
sent by midiDREAMs go through midiGATEs before they are finally sent to
Model D.
We still need to add midiGATEs to the AUM project before we can do that but
this is the basic workflow of midiGATEs: we want to use the AUM routing
menu to send notes from the sequencer plugin into midiGATEs, and then
send the output of midiGATEs to the synth plugin.
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So again we are assuming you have already set up a project where you have
a sequencer like midiDREAMs sending notes to a synthesizer like Model D.
You’ve connected the two using the routing menu, and you can hear the
synth plugin playing notes.
Now it’s time to add midiGATEs to the project.

First tap the + circle to add a new track. Choose “MIDI” as the type of track,
and “Audio Unit MIDI Processor” as the type of MIDI processor.
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Next select “midiGATEs probability” from the list of Audio Unit MIDI
Processors. You should see the purple midiGATEs icon load into the circle,
and if you tap on it the midiGATEs user interface will pop up. It isn’t doing
anything though, since it isn’t connected to anything.
We still need to insert midiGATEs between our sequencer and our synthesizer
so that it can work its magic. Go to the routing menu (squiggly line icon,
upper right of AUM, middle of the three icons there) and disconnect the
sequencer app from the synth app, connect the output of the sequencer
plugin to the midiGATEs input, and the output of midiGATEs to the synth
plugin input. This is shown in the second routing menu screenshot on the
right a couple pages back.
Again, we want the flow to be sequencer -> midiGATEs -> synthesizer.
If you start the sequence playing, you should now hear midiGATEs removing
some (but not all) of the notes that the sequencer is playing. Now you’re
ready to play with midiGATEs.
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Setting up the standalone app
In almost all situations you will want to use the AUv3 version of midiGATEs, it
has more features, you can use multiple instances of it, and it has the most
recent tweaks and updates.

If you really want to, however, you can use midiGATEs in its original
standalone mode. Choose a MIDI input and a MIDI output by tapping the
input and output buttons in the lower right of the interface. A tap on the
appropriate button will cycle through the available CoreMIDI inputs or outputs,
keep tapping until you see the one you want to use.
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Using midiGATEs - Pick a Mode
midiGATEs has several modes that filter incoming MIDI data in similar but
slightly different ways. By default, midiGATEs starts up in the purple Gate
Mode which is the most straightforward mode. You can change to a different
mode by tapping the multi-colored mode buttons in the bottom left of the
interface.

Using midiGATEs - Gate Mode

The simplest mode is GATE mode. This applies a flat % chance to any
incoming MIDI note that you can set with the slider. Set it to 75% and three
out of every four notes will get through. Set it to 10% and only 1 out of 10
notes will pass through.
To make things a little more interesting there are also some REPEAT options.
When a note successfully passes through the gate, if you have GATE ON
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REPEAT set to 2, the next two notes will also pass through. Likewise, if GATE
OFF REPEAT is set to 5, then when a note is muted with the gate, the next
five notes will also be muted. This allows you to make bursts of notes and
rests happen even if the gate percent is very high or low.

Using midiGATEs - Note Mode

Note mode allows you to set the gate chance percentage based on the
incoming pitch. So you might want to allow a lot of C notes through, but not
so many C#. One use for this is if you want to mostly constrain a randomly
pitched input stream to a particular scale, and particular notes within that
scale. Another use would be to filter triggers from a drum machine or sampler,
muting for instance the hi-hat more than the kick and snare.
Adjust the sliders for each note to set the gate percentage where you want it.
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Using midiGATEs - Sequencer Mode

Sequencer mode uses a step sequencer to determine what percentage
chance each received note has to pass through. Any time a note is received,
the sequencer advances forward one step, and each of the steps has their
own setting for the random chance.
This mode is useful when thinning incoming MIDI streams if you still want to
keep a somewhat recognizable pattern to the notes. For instance, maybe the
first sequence step will be set to 100%, so that exactly every eight notes one
MIDI note will always get through. The fifth step might be at 75%, so it usually
also plays, but other steps might be less likely.
Sequencer mode is also useful to create polyrhythmic patterns from a stream,
since it allows you to set the # STEPS of the sequence. If you have a
repeating eight note pattern coming in, you can set STEPS to 7 which could
make things a little more interesting as the eight note pitch pattern interacts
with the 7 note gate pattern. You can also reset the current sequence step to
1 by pressing the RESET button.
The MIDI AUv3 adds another twist to SEQuencer mode. By default the
sequencer advances each time a note is received. If you tap the NOTE button
you can link the sequencer clock to the host clock, so it automatically
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advances a step every 1/4, 1/8 or 1/16 beat of the timeline. midiGATEs
makes a single probability roll for that step, and all notes that come through
during that step are either muted or not based on the single roll.
This can be useful for muting entire chords, in 1/8 or 1/4 clock mode if a
certain step passes its probability roll and you play a chord then the whole
chord gets through. If you mute the step, none of the chord gets through. It’s
also useful if you want to mute or not mute certain clock step positions on the
timeline, for instance never mute the 1st step position but give every other
step a 50% to make it through.
In this mode the sequencer is locked to the AU host timeline.

Using midiGATEs - Thru Mode
Thru mode does what it says, it passes all received input notes on the the
output. This would mostly be used for comparing what the sequence sounds
like with and without midiGATEs. There is not much point to leaving the app in
this mode.
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Troubleshooting
midiGATEs should be working but doesn’t seem to be working? The following
suggestions may seem obvious but these are problems I’ve run into myself at
one point or another, got mad at my own dumb app for not working right,
then realized there was an obvious or not so obvious answer. Here’s a few
ideas on things to look for when things go wrong:

AudioBus 3 “Apps” Mode in iOS 14 Doesn’t Work
If you are using midiGATEs in AudioBus 3, and your
device is using iOS14+, be sure you are using the
Audio Unit version of midiGATEs rather than the
Apps version. When you add midiGATEs to the
project, you will see a list of “Audio Units” (good!) or
if you have a different tab selected “Apps” (bad!).
This is the blue selection in the bottom tab of that
menu. You want to be looking at “Audio Units”.
Audio Units allow you to add multiple copies of
midiGATEs to your project, has additional features
and tweaks, and is the preferred way to use
midiGATEs moving forward. The AUv3 version is
better in every way.
The app version is only still included for compatibility
with old projects but is buggy and not
recommended otherwise. Avoid it when possible,
but especially within AudioBus and iOS14.
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Check MIDI inputs and outputs
If you are using an AUv3 host, make sure there’s a virtual connection between
your MIDI generator output (a sequencer such as midiDREAMs) and the input
of midiGATEs. Then make sure the output of midiGATEs is going to the input
of your synthesizer plugin. Very basic I know but lots of times I load
midiGATEs and the other plugins and forget to do this. Also make sure the
sequencer pattern has notes in it, the synth plugin is on a patch that makes
noise, that it’s audio channel isn’t muted, that your headphones are plugged
in, etc.
If things still aren’t working, take midiGATEs out of the equation and connect
the sequencer directly to the synth. Make sure that’s working before trying to
debug the midiGATEs part.

Examples
TBD
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